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Abstract 

Colours play an important role in our everyday life. Yet, it is something that we might not 
pay too much attention to, it is just there, even if we may have our favourite colours and 
likewise. However, sometimes the colours have a very specific meaning and is a medium of 
communication. One example of this is air traffic control systems as the one used in 
Sweden, Denmark, Austria, Ireland, and Croatia. However, despite using the same system, 
all but Denmark and Sweden use different colour schemes in the human computer interface 
of the radar screens. A decision was taken within the common organisation, COOPANS, to 
change this and harmonize the colour scheme, but how will that be received by the users, 
the air traffic controllers? This thesis aimed at investigating how usable the controllers in 
the different countries, except Croatia, found the new colour scheme and how easy they 
thought it would be to adapt to. The question was how this was affected by the fact they 
are using different colour schemes today? Data was collected with questionnaires during 
simulations in high fidelity simulator platforms at the air traffic control centres in Malmö, 
Copenhagen, Vienna, and Shannon. It was found that there were some differences between 
the sites which could not be explained by the controlled for factors, age, gender, and 
experience. Among the differences found, one was that the perceived usability differed 
between controllers in Malmö and Copenhagen respectively. Hence, since they are using 
the same colours today, the differences seem to be a result of expectations and opinions 
about the current colour schemes rather than exactly which colour scheme that are 
currently used. There was also a trend that the opinions from the first impression seemed to 
be reinforced within the group during the simulation. The major differences however were 
found to be on individual level.  
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1 Abbreviations 
Abbreviation Full text and Explanations 

ACC Area Control Centre - An air traffic control unit that provides area 
control, i.e. controlling the upper airspace. The abbreviation is also 
used to denote the service of area control. 

ANS Air Navigation Services - A generic term for several services 
including e.g. air traffic services, search and rescue, and airspace 
management. 

ANSP Air Navigation Service Provider - An organisation that provides air 
navigation services. 

ATC Air Traffic Control – The service provided in controlled airspace by 
an air traffic controller to maintain a safe an efficient air traffic. 

ATCC Air Traffic Control Centre – A physical location where air traffic 
control in the form of approach control and approach control is 
performed. 

ATCO Air Traffic Controller. 

ATM Air Traffic Management - The generic term for air traffic services, 
airspace management, and air traffic flow management. 

CTR Control zone – The airspace closest to the airport, typically around 
0-1500 feet and a few nautical miles from the airport. 

COOPANS COOPeration between ANS-providers – An alliance between ANSPs 
in five different countries that uses the same system for en-route 
and approach air traffic control. 

CWP Controller Working Position. 

HMI Human Machine Interface. 

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organisation – A United Nations 
organisation to coordinate rules and regulations globally for civil air 
traffic. 

FL Flightlevel – Altitude expressed in hundreds of feet when flying on 
standard barometric pressure reference. 

ODS Operator input and Display System. System used for handling the 
graphics in the TopSky ATM system. 

SUS System Usability Scale – A method for measuring perceived usability 
using a simple questionnaire. 

TMA Terminal Manoeuvring Area – An airspace volume mainly for 
handling aircraft descending to or climbing from an airport. 

TMC Terminal Control – The function that provides air traffic control in 
the terminal manoeuvring area. 

TWR Tower Control – The function that provides air traffic control at the 
airport and in the control zone. 
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2 Introduction 
Colours in a human machine interface (HMI) is something that we all encounter today daily, 

at least in the developed parts of the world. Maybe it is something that do not bother us too 

much. We may like a certain colour better than another or just think that some colours are 

more suitable than others in certain circumstances but do not reflect more than that. 

Nevertheless, sometimes it can be of some importance. Some interfaces, such as those in 

smartphones, give us the possibility to customize and personalise the colour scheme to 

make our devices look smart and what we want them to look. Colours in an HMI can be of 

importance regarding working environment; staring into an extremely bright screen eight 

hours a day or gazing at a screen where one can hardly distinguish important information 

from the visual background may be quite a painstaking experience.  In other systems, the 

colours can be even more important since the colours themselves may have a very specific 

meaning which is agreed upon in the community where they are used. This is the case 

within air traffic management (ATM) systems, one of which is subject for this study.  

The aim of this study was to evaluate how air traffic controllers (ATCO) from four different 

sites, Malmö, Copenhagen, Vienna, and Shannon, experienced a proposed new colour 

scheme that was presented to them with respect to perceived usability and perceived 

easiness of adaptation. They all use the same system but, for historical reasons, with 

different colour schemes at three of the sites. How do the fact that they today use different 

colour schemes affect: 

1. how they rate the usability of the new colour scheme, and  

2. how easy they think it will be to adapt to the new colour scheme? 

The work was part of a larger HMI harmonisation project within COOPANS (COOPeration 

between ANS-providers). 

2.1 Limitations of the Scope 
The complete COOPANS study will also evaluate the sites at Zagreb and Stockholm but 

those were out of scope of this study due to time constraints. A separate report including all 

sites will be delivered to COOPANS during fall 2017. 

In a study of air traffic control, it is tempting to always include a safety aspect; safety is after 

all the number one priority of the ATCOs work. However, there are several things that 

makes it hard to address safety in a study like this. Air traffic control and aviation in general 

is, for a good reason, extremely focused on safety. However, the outstanding safety records 

in aviation, including air traffic management and air traffic control, has created a situation 

where it can be considered an ultra-safe (Amalberti, 2001). That means if simulating a 

normal day at work, as was done here, it takes a very long time to anything potentially 

dangerous to appear and half an eternity to make meaningful quantitative simulator studies 

that gives any significant results with respect to safety. This was not possible due to limited 

resources. It is a very good idea to somewhere in process of introducing the new colour 

scheme to also have e.g. a workshop with operative controllers that only focuses on safety 

issues. Another limitation in the scope was that the study only aimed at assessing the new 

colour scheme and not to compare it with the existing one. 
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3 Background 

3.1 Air Traffic Control 
Civil air traffic control (ATC) emerged as a result of the fast development in the aviation 

sector in the first half of the 20th century, especially after the second world war. 

Traditionally ATC has been provided by national organisations, air navigation service 

providers (ANSP). Today some of these services are under competition on an open market. 

All ANSPs regardless of if they are national or private ultimately base their operations on 

rules provided by the United Nations organ for civil aviation, the International Civil Aviation 

Organisation (ICAO) founded in 1944. (Karlsson, 2010) 

Air traffic control is divided into three main branches of services handling traffic in different 

areas. Nearby and on the airport, there is tower control (TWR) which control aircraft at the 

ground and in the airspace closest to the airport, the control zone (CTR). In a wider air 

volume around the airport called the terminal manoeuvring area (TMA) aircraft approaching 

and departing to and from airports are controlled by the terminal control (TMC). Finally, 

there is what is called area control (ACC), controlling all aircraft above a certain altitude (see 

Image 1). Which altitude is dependent on the regional or national needs and regulations, 

but typically it starts between 10 000 and 20 000 feet and extends to a very high altitude, in 

Sweden it reaches up to 66 000 feet. At higher altitudes, approximately above 5 000 ft., the 

altitude is measured against a standard barometric pressure and then referred to as 

flightlevels (FL), which is the altitude expressed in hundreds of feet. Accordingly, 10 000 feet 

is referred to as FL 100. The area control and approach control today is mainly based on 

radar as the main tool to provide lateral and/or vertical separation. The TMC may be co-

located with the tower or with the ACC in an Air Traffic Control Centre (ATCC). In addition to 

the pure radar information about speed, heading, and altitude, the air traffic controllers 

have a huge amount of additional information such as planned route, times at certain points 

etc. The ATCOs also have a lot of tools to support the monitoring of the traffic to identify 

possible conflicts and act if conflicts are detected. If, despite the skill of the ATCO and the 

system support, minimum separation should be lost there are safety nets and alarms that 

will trigger to avoid accidents. 

The airspace controlled by the area control, and sometimes also the TMA, is divided into 

smaller sectors, airspace volumes with vertical and lateral limits. All air traffic within the 

sector is controlled by the same controller(s) and communicate on the same radio 

frequency. As organized at the sites in the study, one area control sector can either be 

controlled by a single ATCO or by a pair of ATCOs working together. The pair of controllers is 

called a suite and in the suite, there is one executive controller and one planning controller. 

The executive controller is the one who talks to the pilots and operates mostly within a 

relatively short time horizon. The other ATCO, the planner, works on a slightly longer time 

horizon, searching for future conflicts, works out conflict solution suggestions, and 

coordinates with adjacent sectors and other stakeholders. The exact split of tasks and 

responsibilities are a little bit more complex and dynamic but the above description should 

give a reasonable idea about how it works. 
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Image 1: Sketch of an airspace layout seen from the side. All sectors are volumes with specified lateral and 
vertical boundaries. 

3.2 COOPANS 
Aviation is in constant change and there is an ever-present demand to increase efficiency, 

decrease environmental effects, and still maintain or improve the high level of safety 

provided today in civil aviation. One example of improved efficiency is the free route 

airspace concept (FRAS) which means that the aircraft are flying direct from the entry point 

to the exit point of the airspace instead of flying via, not as straight, predefined routes. FRAS 

has been made possible by providing better technical support systems to the controllers. 

Another way of creating efficiency is to is reduce the number of technical systems involved. 

Using common systems reduces the need for complex system integrations and has the 

potential to reduce development and maintenance cost. One such initiative is the COOPANS 

partnership between air navigation service providers in Sweden, Denmark, Ireland, Austria, 

Croatia, and the company Thales as technical system supplier (“COOPANS, REAL 

COOPERATION, REAL RESULTS,” n.d.). All ANSPs in COOPANS now uses the same air traffic 

management system in their air traffic controls centres. 

3.3 The HMI Harmonisation Project 
Even though using the same system for the ACC and TMC work, the COOPANS partners have 

chosen to use different appearance for their HMIs in the controller working positions (CWP). 

This has been identified as a system aspect that has not been very ideal; it means more 

development, more testing etc. Hence a project was started to harmonize the HMIs. The 

project was also driven by a coming technology change where the current ODS (Operator 

input and Display System) based HMI shall be replaced by a more modern Java based HMI. 

One prerequisite for this was to agree on a common colour scheme. During the last two 

years, a working group with members from all partners have developed a new colour 

scheme which was agreed on during autumn 2016. Of the five COOPANS partners, Sweden 

ACC Sector 2 

ACC Sector 1 

TMA 

ACC Sector 3 

CTR 

Ground 
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and Denmark uses the same colour scheme today, while the other partners have their 

unique colour schemes. 

There are a wide range of colours used in the HMI to indicate different things, although 

some things are reasonably consistent. Red is used for alerts and yellow for warnings in all 

the colour schemes. Then there are different colours of map elements such as background 

maps, own sectors, danger areas and restriction areas. Each aircraft is represented on the 

radar screen by a label with data about the aircraft including the radio callsign, altitude, 

speed, route, etc. In the labels, there are different colours used to indicate if the aircraft is 

under control of the current sector (assumed), on its way in to the sector (transfer), not all 

interest for the sector (unconcerned). These are called label sector states, of which there 

are also a few more to indicate aircraft that shall become traffic for the sector or that has 

left the sector. 

 

 

 

 

There are also colours in the label to indicate transmission of data link messages, requests 

of changed altitudes from adjacent sectors, and much more. In the whole HMI there are 

around 160 different items specified to have a certain colour, there are however far less 

number of colours, so quite a few items share colours. The sector states’ colours and the 

background vs. own sector map fill polarity (negative or positive) are some of the most 

important and most frequently seen colours, the following sub-chapters contain a short 

description of those for the different sites. 

 

Figure 2: Examples of positive and negative polarity. 

It was decided not to derive the new scheme from any of the existing COOPANS colour 

schemes. Instead the colour scheme used by DSNA, the French air navigation service 

provider, was used as a starting point. During the development of the new colour scheme, 

the idea was to find a scheme that presented good contrasts and still use colours that all 

five partners could agree on. The group also had some help from an interaction specialist 

consultant and with support from previous studies and works within the area (e.g. 

Birkmeier, Diethei, Straube, Biella, & Tittel, 2015; Josefsson, 2016). 

  

NEGATIVE POLARITY 

POSITIVE   POLARITY 

SAS 461 
300     42 

Figure 1: A generic example of very basic radar label. The diamond represents the aircraft’s present 
position and the label contains callsign (SAS 461), altitude (FL300) and speed (420 knots). 
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3.3.1 Swedish/Danish Colours 
The current Danish/Swedish colour scheme is based on a positive polarity which means that 

the own sector is in a light grey colour while the background is in a darker grey. Labels of 

aircraft controlled by the ATCO is black. Generally, this colour scheme is quite pale and 

unconcerned aircraft, i.e. aircraft that not in any sense affect the sector, do not stand out 

much from the background. 

 

Image 2: Current Swedish/Danish colour scheme (own photo). 

3.3.2 Austrian Colours 
The Austrians has a darker colour scheme than the Swedish/Danish one, still based on a 

grey background though. They can choose whether to have a positive or negative polarity 

between own sector shading and background, or they can choose to have no sector shading 

at all and just use a map outline to indicate the sector. Assumed labels are white. 

 

Image 3: Current colour scheme in Austria (photo provided by Austrocontrol). 
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3.3.3 Irish Colours 
This is a colour scheme that differ from the others in that it has a blue and not grey 

background and they use no sector shading at all, only map outlines. Like in Austria they 

have white assumed labels, i.e. using a negative polarity. Another thing that differs from the 

others is that the labels of their unconcerned aircraft stands out much more. The reason for 

this is operational; aircraft heading towards the Atlantic may still be of interest after having 

leaved the sector because of the very long separation needed between aircraft flying in the 

non-radar Atlantic airspace. The Irish colour scheme is similar but not identical to the one 

used in Croatia. 

 

Image 4: Current Irish colour scheme (own photo). 
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4 Theory 
Before the introduction of high definition multicolour displays, colours were not an issue in 

ATM systems. In the first radar systems, the background was simply black and radar echoes 

were lit up and slowly faded away until the next radar sweep was received. Then came 

synthetic displays which showed aircraft echoes as synthetic symbols with labels and other 

items on the screen such as maps, lists, though still in a monochrome fashion. Aviation in 

general, including ATM, have long product life cycles due to strict safety requirements and 

there are huge costs involved for developing and certifying new systems. Hence, the 

introduction of colours in the ATM system environment came relatively late. In Sweden, the 

old monochrome system was phased out from the air traffic control centres in 2006 when 

the first generation of today’s system was becoming operative. The late introduction of 

colours in ATM is also illustrated by e.g. Fisher, Dill, and Liljefors’s report from 1999 (Fisher, 

Dill, & Liljefors, 1999) which shows the monochrome display in use at the time in the U.S., 

although their focus was not specifically on colours but more on general cognitive 

perception capabilities with respect to ATM system development. By that time many 

computer systems had been using multicolour setups for quite some time and television 

even longer. 

4.1 Colours 
The aim for the study was to investigate the perceived usability and estimated level of 

difficulty to adapt to the new colour scheme in relation to the participants using different 

colour schemes today. It was not the intention to assess the general effect of the colours as 

such on the participants, nor to evaluate their colour preferences. Nevertheless, even if the 

colours themselves were not the primary target of interest, some basics around how we 

perceive colour and what affects our colour preferences are relevant. The term colour will 

here be used for both chromatic colours, e.g. red, green, blue, brown, as well as for 

achromatic colours, white grey, black (Derefeldt, Swartling, Berggrund, & Bodrogi, 2004). 

Cui points out that the conception of colourfulness can be described in more or less distinct 

ways (Cui, 2003). To the extent that colourfulness, or similar notions are uses here, it is to 

describe the experience of a colour in everyday language and does not refer to any strict 

definition. The following subchapters will go through some things that may affect how we 

perceive colours. 

4.1.1 Physical Human Conditions for Perceiving Colours 
Unless suffering from any kind of physical impairment, humans can see and register 

different colours. The cone cells in the eyes register the light within the human visible wave 

lengths within the electromagnetic spectrum, approximately 400-700nm, which lies 

between the ultraviolet and the infrared spectra (Boberg, 1993). A signal is then sent via the 

optic visual nerve to the brain and the signal is taken care of and processed, resulting in a 

mental impression of an image and its associated attributes. In total, this is a process that is 

far from trivial, not at least the latter neural part (see e.g. Kosslyn & Thompsson, 2003). How 

we perceive colours is also complex in that the impression is affected by nearby colours; 

two physically identical colours can be perceived as two different colours depending on 

which background they are projected on, and differences between colours can be affected 

by the brightness of the background (Boberg, 1993). As with many human abilities there are 
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also individual differences (see e.g. Gunther & Dobkins, 2002 and Emery, Volbrecht, 

Peterzell, & Webster, 2016).  

4.1.2 Cultural Preferences 
Since the study incorporated persons from different countries it was relevant to consider 

how and if cultural preferences in general, i.e. not connected to the professional domain of 

air traffic control, affects colour perception. According to Taylor et al. (Taylor, Clifford, & 

Franklin, 2013) several studies, some of which quite large, were carried out during the 20th 

century. Many of them claim that there are indeed some global, common preferences which 

Taylor et al. challenges. They mean that that these findings are a result of comparisons 

between cultures that are different in some senses but nevertheless share that they are 

industrialized nations. In their study of the Namibian Himba people compared to British 

people they conclude that there seem not to be any global patterns of colour preferences 

that can be universally applied, at least not without some exceptions. In their ecological 

valence theory of human colour preference, Palmer and Schloss argues that colour 

preferences can be predicted by associations to objects that are liked or disliked (Palmer & 

Schloss, 2010), a theory that seems to hold within industrialized countries but, as also 

shown by Taylor et al., not necessarily in all cultures all over the world. It also depends on 

what aspect of colours one looks at, if its hue, lightness or chroma etc. Throughout history 

there have been many attempts to construct models to categorize colours (Ou, Luo, 

Woodcock, & Wright, 2004) and then one must keep in mind which aspect that they contain 

when discussing differences and similarities. It seems that there are indeed some cultural 

differences in colour preferences, but also that there are a lot of similarities, not at least in 

cultures that are within the same cultural sphere. Hård et al. (Hård, Küller, Sivik, & Svedmyr, 

1995) makes a comparison between two studies between Swedes and Americans and 

Swedes and Croatians. Swedes and Americans had quite a lot in common but Swedes and 

Croatians had even more colour preferences in common, something that Hård et al. ascribes 

to Croatian and Swedish participants sharing the same Western European culture. 

4.1.3 Gender Differences 
According to Hård et al. (Hård et al., 1995), men and women see colours in the same way, 

i.e. during pure perception trials they did not find any differences, but that women seemed 

to notice colours to a greater extent than men. However, more recent studies have showed 

that there are indeed differences at perception level as well and that women seem to be 

more perceptive, especially within certain wavelengths (see e.g. Bimler, Kirkland, & 

Jameson, 2004, Hurlbert & Ling, 2007, and Mittal, Singh, & Munjal, 2010). Another example 

is from Pardo, Pérez, and Suero who found differences between men and women in the 

perception of red and green (Pardo, Pérez, & Suero, 2007). However, the differences in 

perception does not have to mean different preferences, especially not in a limited 

environment (Camgöz, Yener, & Güvenç, 2002). Whether gender differences in colour 

preferences are constant between cultures or not seems to be an ongoing discussion (Taylor 

et al., 2013, Al-Rasheed, 2015).  
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4.1.4 Colour Perception and Age 
Our ability to see colours does not remain unchanged throughout life, but the changes do 

not appear very early. Up to the age of around 50, there are no big differences in colour 

perception abilities, and before 60 it is not usual with any dramatic changes  (Johnson & 

Choy, 1987, Roy, Podgor, Collier, & Gunkel, 1991). For changes in colour vision to occur that 

can only be ascribed to age and that really affects us in everyday life, they may occur much 

later (Ishihara, Ishihara, Nagamachi, Hiramatsu, & Osaki, 2001). Air traffic controllers are not 

allowed to have any colour vision impairment and they do regular checks to keep their 

licenses. They are allowed to use glasses or contact lenses given that they give the controller 

a good enough eyesight.  

4.2 Colour in ATC HMI Development 
As seen below in Image 5 (the old legacy system from Malmö), earlier types of screens were 

monochrome and hence the screen colours were not an issue. However, colour coding was 

used in other parts of the controller working position such as for the holders of the paper 

strips (each strip represented an aircraft) where different colours had different meanings. In 

Swedish ACC environment, blue strip holders indicated westbound traffic, while yellow strip 

holders indicated eastbound traffic. The same colours in tower context indicated departing 

and arriving traffic respectively. Different colours could also be used e.g. for different 

physical buttons to indicate their functionality. 

 

Image 5: Legacy system from Malmö ATCC from 2005. Two shades of green; no discussion on colours needed. 

(LFV image archive, photographer Thomas Sjöstrand) 

The introduction of colour screens and the digitalisation of the air traffic control 

environment opened a whole new world of possibilities to use colour coding. At the same 

time, it created a need to work out which colours to use for what. When this first appeared 

there were no standards or recommendations in use specifically for colour in air traffic 
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displays (Ahlstrom & Arend, 2005; Xing, 2006). Xing concludes that colours in the air 

situation display can be of quite some use, but that it must be designed in a good way. Xing 

suggests to group colours depending what they shall be used for, what type of information 

they are supposed to communicate, into three groups: Attention, Identification, and 

Segmentation, (Xing, 2006, Xing & Schroeder, 2006).  

4.3 Change Acceptance 
How we perceive colours may be of some importance, but the introduction of the new 

colour scheme to the controllers also put them in front of a non-chosen change situation. 

Sooner or later they must change to the new proposed colours, or at least something very 

similar. They work in a system today that they may or may not like, but they know it and 

they know how it looks like, hence changing anything could potentially be considered a 

threat or an unwanted/unnecessary change. Resistance during implementation of IT 

systems have been studied at least since the early 1980’s and there are several models of 

how change resistance can develop and how it can manifest itself (Lapointe & Rivard, 2005). 

There are also several ways to model acceptance of information technology, as for example 

the relatively old, but still referred to, technology acceptance model, TAM, and variants of it 

(Davis, 1986, Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). When it comes to questions, not necessarily related 

to information technology, where we may have strong ideological and social standpoints, 

we are generally not very prone to change opinion and being resistant to change (Jost, 

2015). It might also be the case that new situations are interpreted in a way that confirms 

an already existing belief, even if that facts points in the opposite direction of the belief 

(Rabin & Schrag, 1999). Encountering smaller changes like the colour scheme change in 

question here, those implications seem to be less probable. What is more likely to see is a 

you-know-what-you-have, but you-don’t-not-what-you-get situation in combination with a 

professional situation in a high stakes environment. 

5 Expected Outcomes 
Given what was changed compared to what the controllers are using at a daily basis today, 

the changes did not seem too radical since everything else but the colours are constant. 

Based on the subjective idea about how big the changes are, the hypothesis was that 

potentially greatest scepticism, due to change resistance, towards the new colours scheme 

should occur at the sites with the biggest changes. Biggest changes were assumed to be in 

Ireland where they are going from a blueish system to a grey one, followed by Sweden 

where the main colours are reverted from positive to negative polarity. The Austrians were 

expected to find it very easy to adapt to and rank the usability high since they are the ones 

using the colours today that are most like the new ones. It was expected that the Danes, 

even though using the same colours as the Swedes, may react differently than the Swedes. 

They will as well revert from a positive to a negative polarity, consequently, they should 

react like the Swedes. However, when the Swedish and Danish colours were harmonized in 

a similar project a few years ago, the Danes went from a negative polarity to today’s 

positive polarity, a change that was not very popular. 
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It was considered as a plausible outcome that using the system could affect the opinions, 

i.e. that the first impression may not last. In 6.2 (General Procedure) it is described how the 

methods were adapted to capture such effects. 

All participants in the colour study came from countries within the Western European 

cultural sphere, why cultural differences were not expected to account for too much of 

potential differences. Due to the same reason, any potential gender differences were 

expected to be similar regardless of country. All controllers were less than 50 years old, 

hence age was not expected to be a factor that differed much between the different 

controllers’ perception of the colours. Controller experience was considered a factor that 

may affect the results and thus should be also taken into consideration. 

6 Method 
The study was performed by running several simulations in high fidelity ATM simulators at 

four different sites in four countries. The studies were performed between week six and 

week twelve in 2017. The main data collection method was questionnaires. To take full 

advantage of the opportunity presented by the exercises, another study about human-

human collaboration was performed simultaneously for which eye tracking data were 

collected using wearable eye trackers (Tobii Glasses2) and video recordings were made 

(except for in Malmö where no video recordings were made due to technical reasons). The 

recordings were not intended as primary source for this study, but was available in case any 

interesting situation could be identified and used for further analysis of that which however 

turned out not to be the case. 

6.1 Preparations 
All sites received the same requirements for the simulation procedures well in advance to 

be able to plan the practicalities for the simulations. The outline was that the experiment 

should last at least two days with a total of eight exercises, a setup of executive/planner 

should be used, the traffic load should be medium or medium/high and as many controllers 

as possible should participate but also that the same controller should run a few exercises 

to allow for first impression and having-used-the-system-for-a-while comparisons. Each site 

had an exercise leader that made the detailed planning based on the described input. Due 

to some practical implications, such as controller availability, it was impossible to fulfil all 

requirements and thus the procedures at each site differed slightly.  

6.2 General Procedure 
All equipment was set up at day one, no exercise runs were performed. Thereafter followed 

two days of simulation runs, except for the tests in Ireland where we had three days in total 

of which the last day also included a few controllers from Dublin ATCC. At each site the first 

day of tests started with an introduction from the COOPANS project and an introduction of 

the study. The controllers were asked to work as close to a normal day at work as possible. 

After each exercise run a short debriefing was held by the COOPANS exercise leader and at 

the end of the day a slightly longer debriefing was held to sum up the impressions. The 

participants filled in questionnaires after their first and last exercise run respectively, except 

for the background questions which were only filled in the first time. This approach was 
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chosen to highlight potential effects of learning and customization, or other effects caused 

by using the new colour scheme. The number of ATCOs that participated varied between 

the sites due to availability since they had to be taken out of their normal operational duty 

to participate in the study. These and other variations in the procedure are presented 

below. 

6.3 Operational Environment 
Both area control sectors and approach sectors were simulated but, except for the 

deviations described below, had in common that for each sector the controller worked in 

pairs, one executive controller and one planner controller. 

6.4 Site Specific Conditions 
The number of ATCOs that participated varied between the sites due to availability since 

they had to be taken out of their normal operational duty to participate in the study. These 

and other variations in experiment procedure considered relevant are presented below. 

6.4.1 Malmö 

• Each controller did eight exercise runs, except for two controllers that did fewer runs 

(three and four respectively). 

6.4.2 Copenhagen 

• Each controller did four exercise runs. 

6.4.3 Vienna 

• Each controller did eight exercise runs. 

• The last two runs the monitor settings were slightly adjusted to resemble the current 

settings used in Vienna ATCC, no colours were changed. The results in the 

questionnaires shall all refer to the colours as shown in the monitor settings used the 

first six runs. 

• There was only one pseudo pilot and no one acting as rest-of-the-world, this prevented 

the simulated traffic density to rise above medium level at any time, and the planner 

controller had no one to coordinate with and had his tasks reduced to help the 

executive controller to search for conflicts. 

6.4.4 Shannon 

• Each controller did four exercise runs. 

• The last day two controllers from Dublin ATCC joined in. They used the same system 

but did not work as executive controller and planner controller. Instead a single area 

control position and a single approach control position was used. 

• At day two, there were three (Shannon) controllers. They rotated between the 

executive and planner positions and one ACC position where the controller handled 

both roles, hence with a traffic load suitable for one person manning of the sector. 

6.5 Participants 
The participants were recruited by the local exercise leaders based on our wishes in 

combination with practical limitations. Because a prerequisite for being an air traffic 
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controller is to have normal colour vision, this was assumed that was the case for all 

participants. A basic prerequisite for the participants was that they should have valid ATCO 

ratings for the sectors and roles that were simulated. However, due to ATCO availability 

there had to be some exceptions from this: In Malmö, most of the controllers only work part 

time operationally and one participant were currently not holding a valid license, though 

had had so until a few years ago and were quite experienced. At all other sites the ATCOs 

were all working full time operationally and had valid ratings for the sector simulated, 

except for one ATCO in Denmark who were not currently holding a rating for one of the 

sectors simulated. Since the airspace was well known to the specific controller and the task 

to be performed, area control, was the same as for the sectors where he had a rating that 

was deemed to be sufficient for performing a valid simulation. In total 25 ATCOs 

participated. One controller only stepped in as a replacement for one run and thus only did 

questionnaire 1, first impression. This was not considered in the analysis which relied on the 

comparison of questionnaire 1 and 2, leaving the total number to be 24. The distribution of 

age, gender, and experience was as stated in the table below (Table 1: Participants).  

Participants, all sites 

Total number 24 (25) 
 
Malmö: 9 (10)1 
Copenhagen: 4 
Vienna: 2 
Shannon: 9 (of which two from Dublin 
ATCC) 

Age Average: 40.6 
SD: 8.5 

Gender Male: 19 (20) 
Female: 5 

Working experience Average: 16.1 
SD: 9.9 

Table 1: Participants 

6.6 Simulation Platforms 
The simulator platforms at which this study was performed are usually used for operational 

training, both for educational purposes and for proficiency training. At each site the 

simulator platform consisted of two parts, one simulator and one ATC system, the latter of 

which had the colour scheme under evaluation. The software for the ATC system was the 

same at all sites and was similar to what is used operationally and with the same 

functionality. The aircraft were controlled by pseudo pilots in the simulator part. The 

pseudo pilots talk to the controllers via a voice-com system and via the simulator HMI they 

mimic real pilots steering the aircraft. In addition to that there were also roles acting as so 

called rest-of-the-world, i.e. acting as surrounding non-simulated ATC units. The traffic 

scenarios used differed from site to site since the airspaces are not the same, but the 

                                                           
1 One participant only did questionnaire 1 and thus was taken away from the analysis to allow 
comparisons between questionnaire 1 and 2. 
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prerequisite for all traffic scenarios used was that they should reflect medium to medium-

high traffic load for to give the ATCOs the possibility to assess the colour scheme in a 

realistic environment as possible. The traffic scenarios were not made for assessing the 

colour scheme but are usually used in educational training and/or proficiency training. Thus, 

the scenarios themselves are considered valid for representing realistic traffic. The ATC 

system was the same at all sites, while the physical layout and environment differed.  

6.6.1 Physical Simulation Platform Environment 
Even though the simulator setup was the same at all sites from a conceptual point of view, 

ATC system plus simulator, the rooms, physical position did differ. A simple measurement of 

the lighting conditions was performed using a mobile phone application (a SAMSUNG A5 

with the application Lux Meter by Waldau Web-design). The incoming light was measured 

by holding the phone in front of the middle of the screen at each working position. A few 

different measurements were performed at different times of the day to capture potential 

changes by daylight and the direct light in the room was also measured by holding the 

phone horizontally at the same height above the floor as the screens a few meters back 

from the screens. The presented numbers are a mean of all measurements per site. Note 

that the measurement was quite rough and performed with a low fidelity equipment, and 

so the numbers are only intended to give a relative comparison between the sites. The low 

numbers for the light falling in on the screen in Copenhagen, despite a relatively light room, 

is most likely due to the consoles shadowing the screen (see Image 8). In Shannon, the room 

really was darker. 

Lightning Conditions 

 On screen 
(lx) 

In the room 
(lx) 

Malmö 101 233 

Copenhagen 76 241 

Vienna 148 307 

Shannon 18 131 

Table 2: Lightning conditions 

The images on the following pages give a possibility to compare the different sites. Note 

that the Shannon pictures are taken with a different camera, thus showing the images from 

there in a colder tone. 
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6.6.1.1 Malmö 

 

 

Image 6: The controller working position (CWP) in Malmö (own photo). 

 

 

Image 7: One of two rows of controller working positions (CWP) in Malmö (own photo). 
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6.6.1.2 Copenhagen 

 

 

Image 8: CWPs used in the Copenhagen setup (own photo). 

 

 

Image 9: Overview of the Copenhagen simulation environment (own photo). 
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6.6.1.3 Vienna 

 

 

Image 10: Vienna simulator controller working position. The image shows the position with no sector fill which is 
a common setup in Vienna ATCC (own photo). 

 

 

Image 11: Overview of the Vienna CWPs. Executive to the right and planner to the left. Note the adjusted monitor 
settings that makes the colours darker with sharper contrast (own photo). 
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6.6.1.4 Shannon 

 

 

Image 12: The main CWPs from Shannon used in the experiment (own photo). 

 

 

Image 13: Overview of the simulation environment in Shannon (own photo). 
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6.7 Questionnaires 
To evaluate the new proposed colour scheme with respect to the research questions a 

questionnaire was elaborated. The questionnaire consisted of three different parts. The first 

part provided background information, the second section provided an overall assessment 

with focus on usability, while the third and last part covered specific areas of the HMI with 

focus on assessment of how easy it would be to adapt to the new colours. The last parts also 

included a few questions about colours and lightning and the use of brightness control. The 

questionnaires themselves can be found in the appendices (11 Appendices). 

6.7.1 Background 
The background part contained questions to get the participants age, gender, experience, 

and attitude towards new technology. The latter is difficult to assess in just a few questions, 

nevertheless it was considered as a potentially interesting background to the results. It was 

measured by asking the participant two questions about if he/she considered it important 

for an organisation to adapt to new technologies and one question about if they considered 

themselves early or late adapters.   

6.7.2 Perceived Usability 
To evaluate the ATCOs overall impressions I found it preferable to use a method that had 

been used before and that could, with at least some certainty, give a relevant measurement 

of the overall estimate of how usable the participants considered the new colour scheme. 

To fulfil that ambition a slightly modified version of the System Usability Scale (SUS) was 

developed. The original system usability scale was developed quite a few years ago, in 1986, 

to perform assessments of usability in industrial systems without having to force people to 

fulfil painstakingly long questionnaires and still getting a valid response that said something 

of the usability (Brooke, 1996; Lewis & Sauro, 2009). The system usability scale consists of 

only ten statements aimed at capturing different usability aspects. Every second statement 

is negative and every second statement is positive to mitigate a questionnaire filling bias. 

Then the participants grade their assessment of the statement on a Likert scale from 1, Do 

not agree at all, to 5, Fully agree for each statement. The scores are summed up and then 

treated to be normalised to a 0-100 scale, where a result of 70 is considered a good result 

(Bangor, Kortum, & Miller, 2008; Brooke, 2013). 

The basic questions and their features, such as that every second question is making a 

positive statement and every other question is making a negative statement, was 

maintained but instead of focusing on the complete system, some words was replaced to 

only focus on the new colours. By maintaining the basic idea behind the questionnaire, it 

was also possible to maintain the same way of analysis developed for the original questions. 

Since the questions were slightly modified to evaluate colours and not the system in 

general, one should be a little bit careful when drawing conclusions from the absolute 

numbers or compare them to studies using the original questionnaire, but they will give an 

indication. Regardless of comparisons with other studies they will give a possibility for 

comparisons between the different sites. 

The rationale of selection the SUS was that, even if as it was actually called a quick and dirty 

scale by its creator, it is a well proven method. According to Lewis and Sauro (Lewis & Sauro, 
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2009) it is everything but dirty, and has proven its value in a vast amount of studies by being 

stable and reliable. This does not mean that there are no problems at all. One thing pointed 

out both Sauro and Lewis and Sauro (Lewis & Sauro, 2009) and Finstad (Finstad, 2006) is 

that some wordings may possess problems for some non-native English speakers, especially 

the use of the word cumbersome. It was also the experience during the tests that people 

asked about the meaning of the word cumbersome, which could have been mitigated by 

following the advice from Lewis and Sauro to exchange it by the word awkward. However, 

the participants had the opportunity to directly question if there were anything they did not 

understood. Had the questionnaires been made at distance with no possibilities to ask for 

clarifications this could potentially have caused some problems. 

6.7.3 Easiness of Adaptation, Specific Areas 
To assess how easy the new colour scheme was to adapt to, the SUS was not found suitable 

since it is very generic. Even if it does have some learning components which may be used 

for capturing those aspects (Lewis & Sauro, 2009), it is mainly designed to capture perceived 

system usability.  It was also a strong request from COOPANS to get a little more precise 

feedback on if the participants had any opinions on specific colours. Since there are quite a 

lot of different colours it was not possible to ask for feedback on specific colours, instead an 

approach was chosen were different functional areas were identified, and the questionnaire 

items were constructed with those as a starting point. Hence, a new questionnaire part was 

developed. 

In total, this questionnaire part had 13 questions. Ten of the questions referred to those 

specific areas in the system, or groups of colours, e.g. own sector map, system tools, label 

states etc. The groups were elaborated together with the COOPANS team that developed 

the colour scheme and resembles to the way they grouped colours during the development 

of the colour scheme. For each of these questions the participants were asked to assess on a 

four-point scale how easy this would be to adapt to, where 1 was very easy and 3 was very 

hard. The 1 to 4 scale was chosen to force the participants to take a position on each 

question. The eleventh question asked them to make the same judgement about the whole 

colour scheme. Last there were two questions about the colours with respect the lightning 

conditions in the room and how much they used the screen brightness adjustment. 

For each item given a rating of 1 or 2, the participants were asked to provide a comment, 

even though they were not forbidden to give comments even if answering 3 or 4. The 

primary purpose of the comments was to pick up if there were any common issues in the 

colours scheme that bugged people, not at least as feedback to the COOPANS colour 

development group. Each activity leader at respective site were given a summary of all 

comments after the finished tests. 

Even though the complete questionnaire can be found in the appendix (11.3) some of the 

items may be quite cryptic unless one is familiar with the abbreviations and the lingo. The 

table below gives a brief explanation of the ten first items that relate to specific areas. 

Though not being common knowledge among people outside the domain and system users, 

it is well known notions to the controllers that participated in the study.  
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Areas in the specific areas questionnaire for assessing ease of adaptivity 

# Area Short explanation 

1 Label sector states 
(notified/concerned, coordinated, 
assumed, redundant, delegated, 
informed and none). 

The label on the radar screen that shows 
information about the aircraft. The sector 
state refers to which ATCO that is or will be 
responsible for the aircraft. 

2 Own sector filled map. The map ow the sector where the certain 
ATCO is responsible for the aircraft. 
 

3 Radar background. Background colour for all areas outside the 
own sector. 
 

4 Lists and menus (CFL menu, 
Sector list, SIL etc.). 

As it sounds; lists and menus. 

5 On screen tools (e.g. QDM, 
vectors, FLEG, assigned heading, 
SEP tool). 

Tools for the ATCO to e.g. estimate the future 
minimum distance between to aircraft (SEP 
tool) or to visualise the planned flight path of 
an aircraft (FLEG – flight leg). 
 

6 Map elements (points, routes TSA 
etc.). 

All other elements on the map which is not the 
background or the own sector. 
 

7 MTCD and associated tools 
(CARD, MTCD FLEG, probe in 
Confirmation window). 

MTCD stands for Medium Term Conflict 
Detection and is together with the CARD 
(Conflict and Risk Detection) the main tool for 
the ATCOs to identify future possible conflicts 
between aircraft.  
 

8 Warning colours (yellow and red). Simply referring to all warnings and alerts 
which are red or yellow depending of urgency, 
where red is most urgent. 
 

9 STCA colour. STCA stands for Short-Term Conflict Alert and 
is last tool in the safety net for the ATCO to 
avoid a serious incident. When STCA triggers, 
separation is just about to be lost. 
 

10 Coordination functionality (rev. 
highlight, ROF, HOP and 
coordination proposition). 

Refers to system coordination, i.e. 
functionality that allows the ATCOs in different 
sector to make coordinations between each 
other without having to use 
telephone/interphone. 
  

Table 3:Description of questionnaire elements for ease of adaptivity. 
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6.8 Analysis 
The overall impression giving results on the normalized 0-100 scale, with the purpose of 

giving a mean value for a group, was considered suitable for some limited statistical analysis 

(variance between the measures), while the specific areas were less so because of the 

nature of the questionnaire and fact that incompleteness of some of the answers (all 

situations did not appear in all runs why there are answers lacking in questionnaire 1). The 

most interesting in those results were the distribution of answers and how that changed. 

Consequently, that is how those results are presented in the next chapter. Which statistical 

methods that was chosen is presented together with the data in the results chapter. 

In addition to the analysis performed to directly answer the research questions, analyses 

were also performed to control for the variables age, gender, and experience. For the 

analysis of age and experience, three groups of respective variable were created. The 

groups where elaborated to be of approximately the same size. 

Experience (years) Age (years) 

<10 <35 

10-20 36-49 

>20 >50 
Table 4: Experience and age groups for analysis. 
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7 Results 
The results chapter first presents the outcome of the perceived usability and then the 

perceived easiness of adaptation. Furthermore, the usability part is split into several 

sections showing both the overall results, results per site, results with respect to gender, 

age, and experience. It also shows the distribution of results per site. The easiness of 

adaptation presents a rather detailed picture of answers per item, but also some tables 

describing the changes between the questionnaires 1 and 2. As the participants could write 

comments to the easiness of adaptation questionnaire part, there number of comments is 

also presented to give an idea of how much this possibility was used. At the end, the results 

from the background questionnaire about attitudes towards new technology is presented, 

even though they do not relate directly to the research questions. I all cases where 

something is expressed as not significant, it implies that p>.05. 

7.1 Perceived Usability 
Looking at all the participants, the whole group had a mean of 70.2 (SD17.0) and 68.7 

(SD22.0) for questionnaire 1 and 2 respectively. A paired samples t-test showed that the 

difference between questionnaire 1 and questionnaire was not significant. 

 

 
Figure 3: The distribution of individual usability scores for the whole group for questionnaire 1. 
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Figure 4: The distribution of individual usability scores for the whole group for questionnaire 2. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 5: Changes in answers from the first to the last questionnaire, sorted by score of questionnaire 1. 

The figure above (Figure 5) shows that for the whole group, no pattern can be seen 

regarding how the result in questionnaire 1 correlates to the score in questionnaire 2. 
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7.1.1 Per Site 
The first diagram presents the mean per site as an overview, thereafter the distribution per 

site is shown. A repeated measures variance analysis with Bonferroni adjustment 

considering both questionnaires showed that there were significant differences between the 

sites (p=.011, F=4.821). The pairwise comparison gave at hand that the significant 

differences were between Copenhagen and Vienna (p=.018, standard error=13.042). The 

differences between Malmö and Copenhagen was not significant, but close to (p=.057, 

standard error=9.049). 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

 
SITE Mean Std. Deviation N 

QUESTIONNAIRE_1 Copenhagen 83.1250 10.87332 4 

Malmö 63.3333 20.31010 9 

Shannon 73.6111 12.69296 9 

Vienna 60.0000 17.67767 2 

Total 70.2083 17.01848 24 

QUESTIONNAIRE_2 Copenhagen 93.7500 2.50000 4 

Malmö 61.6667 18.45603 9 

Shannon 73.3333 15.95893 9 

Vienna 28.7500 1.76777 2 

Total 68.6458 21.99282 24 

Table 5: Descriptive statistics for each site. 

 

 

Figure 6:Overall impression of the usability of the new colour scheme grouped per site. 
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Copenhagen and Vienna (p=.001, standard error=13.395), but also between Vienna and 

Shannon (p=.009, standard error=12.091) and between Malmö and Copenhagen (p=.015, 

standard error=9.742). 

The tables below show the distribution of results for questionnaire 1 and 2 for each site 

respectively. None of differences between questionnaire 1 and 2 two within each site were 

significant. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Distribution of individual scores in Copenhagen. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Distribution of individual scores in Malmö. 
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Figure 9: Distribution of individual scores in Vienna. 

 

 

 
Figure 10: Distribution of individual scores in Shannon. 
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7.1.2 Grouped by Gender 
A comparison of the age groups with a repeated measures variance analysis with Bonferroni 

adjustment showed no significant differences in answers with respects to gender. 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

 
GENDER Mean Std. Deviation N 

QUESTIONNAIRE_1 Female 70.0000 27.61340 5 

Male 70.2632 14.16409 19 

Total 70.2083 17.01848 24 

QUESTIONNAIRE_2 Female 67.5000 21.06537 5 

Male 68.9474 22.78090 19 

Total 68.6458 21.99282 24 

Table 6: Descriptive statistics for overall impression at all sites with respect to gender. 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Overall impression of the new colour scheme grouped gender wise. 
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7.1.3 Grouped by Age 
A comparison of the age groups with a repeated measures variance analysis with Bonferroni 

adjustment showed no significant differences in answers with respect to age group. 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

 
AGE_GROUP Mean Std. Deviation N 

QUESTIONNAIRE_1 <35 76.4286 17.37198 7 

36-49 69.7500 15.91863 10 

>50 64.6429 18.62059 7 

Total 70.2083 17.01848 24 

QUESTIONNAIRE_2 <35 67.5000 28.86751 7 

36-49 71.2500 20.75820 10 

>50 66.0714 18.81141 7 

Total 68.6458 21.99282 24 

Table 7: sDescriptive statistics for overall impression at all sites with respect to age.. 
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7.1.4 Grouped by Experience 
A comparison of the experience groups with a repeated measures variance analysis with 

Bonferroni adjustment showed no significant differences in answers with respect to 

experience group. 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

 
EXP_GROUP Mean Std. Deviation N 

QUESTIONNAIRE_1 <10 71.6667 18.66648 9 

10-20 72.5000 16.88194 6 

>20 67.2222 17.02225 9 

Total 70.2083 17.01848 24 

QUESTIONNAIRE_2 <10 68.8889 24.87818 9 

10-20 67.0833 26.99151 6 

>20 69.4444 17.71201 9 

Total 68.6458 21.99282 24 

Table 8: Descriptive statistics for overall impression at all sites with respect to experience. 
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7.2 Easiness of Adaptation, Specific Areas 
The diagrams on the following pages shows the distribution of answers for questionnaire 

one and two for each site. Note that there were a few occasions where a participant did not 

answer a question or found it not applicable. Therefore, the sum shown by the bars in the 

diagrams may not always equal the total number of participants that filled in the 

questionnaire. Even though a little harder to read, the numbers are presented as 

distribution of answers to give a more correct view of the actual situation than would have 

been the case if the mean values were used. 

7.2.1 Per Site 

 

Figure 12: Distribution of answers, Malmö Questionnaire 1, questions 1-11 (n=9). 

 

 

Figure 13: Distribution of answers, Malmö Questionnaire 2, questions 1-11 (n=9). 
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Figure 14: Distribution of answers, Copenhagen Questionnaire 1, questions 1-11 (n=4). 

 

 

Figure 15: Distribution of answers, Copenhagen Questionnaire 2, questions 1-11 (n=4). 
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Figure 16: Distribution of answers, Vienna Questionnaire 1, questions 1-11 (n=2). 

 

 

Figure 17: Distribution of answers, Vienna Questionnaire 2, questions 1-11 (n=2). 
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Figure 18: Distribution of answers, Shannon Questionnaire 1, questions 1-11 (n=9). 

 

 

Figure 19: Distribution of answers, Shannon Questionnaire 2, questions 1-11 (n=9). 
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The figures below (Figure 20 and Figure 21) are a little bit more complex. They are created 

to give an overview how the mean answer per question changed from the first to the last 

questionnaire. This makes it a little bit easier to compare the different sites. First the 

changes in mean value per question is shown, and in the second figure all the mean values 

per question and site are shown. The lack of bars in Figure 20 indicate no change, which is 

illustrated in Figure 21 by bars of the same length for questionnaire one and two, e.g. 

question 5 for Shannon. A positive value in Figure 20 means that the question got a higher 

average score in the last questionnaire than the first one. Consequently, a negative value 

means that the average value was lower in the last questionnaire than in the first one.  

 

 
Figure 20: Mean differences between questionnaire 1 and 2 per question and site. 

 

 
Figure 21: Differences in absolute values between questionnaire one and two for question 1-11 for all sites 
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Figure 22: Differences in means from questionnaire 1 to 2 regarding item 12 about the new colours with respect 
to the rooms lightning conditions. 

The participants had the possibility to write comments on each item. The table below gives 

an overview of to which extent this possibility was used. 

7.2.3 All Sites 
The distribution of answers at all sites were as follows: 

 

Figure 23: Distribution of answers at all sites together for questionnaire 1. 
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Figure 24: Distribution of answers at all sites together for questionnaire 2. 

7.2.4 Comments 

 

Figure 25: Total numbers of comments on each question. 
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7.3 Background Questionnaire 
In addition to the background information age, gender, and experience, the background 

questionnaire also included two questions regarding how important the participants 

considered it to be for an organisation to be adaptive to new technologies and whether they 

considered themselves an early or late adapter, answers given on a Likert 1-5 scale. There 

were also two questions about whether the participants had previous experience of another 

ATM system or by working in their current system using a different colour scheme than 

today. These results are presented in the table below. 

7.3.1 Attitude Towards New Technology 

Descriptive Statistics 

SITE N Mean Std. Deviation 

Copenhagen Importance_of_organisation

al_adaptiveness 
4 4.25 .957 

Own_adaptiveness 4 4.50 1.000 

Valid N (listwise) 4   

Malmö Importance_of_organisation

al_adaptiveness 
9 4.22 .441 

Own_adaptiveness 9 3.89 1.054 

Valid N (listwise) 9   

Shannon Importance_of_organisation

al_adaptiveness 
9 4.67 .707 

Own_adaptiveness 9 3.89 .782 

Valid N (listwise) 9   

Vienna Importance_of_organisation

al_adaptiveness 
2 4.50 .707 

Own_adaptiveness 2 4.50 .707 

Valid N (listwise) 2   

Table 9: Attitude towards new technology. 
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7.3.2 Previous Experience 

Experience_from_other_systems 

SITE Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Copenhagen Valid No 1 25.0 25.0 25.0 

Yes 3 75.0 75.0 100.0 

Total 4 100.0 100.0  

Malmö Valid No 1 11.1 11.1 11.1 

Yes 8 88.9 88.9 100.0 

Total 9 100.0 100.0  

Shannon Valid No 3 33.3 33.3 33.3 

Yes 6 66.7 66.7 100.0 

Total 9 100.0 100.0  

Vienna Valid Yes 2 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Table 10: Experience from other ATM systems. 

 

Experience_from_other_colours_in_current_system 

SITE Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Copenhagen Valid Yes 4 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Malmö Valid No 4 44.4 44.4 44.4 

Yes 5 55.6 55.6 100.0 

Total 9 100.0 100.0  

Shannon Valid No 7 77.8 77.8 77.8 

Yes 2 22.2 22.2 100.0 

Total 9 100.0 100.0  

Vienna Valid No 1 50.0 50.0 50.0 

Yes 1 50.0 50.0 100.0 

Total 2 100.0 100.0  

Table 11: Experience from working with other colour schemes in their current system than the colour scheme 
used today. 
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8 Discussion 

8.1 Overall Usability 
The results for the whole group lands at a level which is very much in line with a result for a 

system that that is considered good (~70), though with a big variance. It is important to 

remember that the SUS scale is not a percentage! Looking at both the questionnaires, 

significant changes were found between Vienna and Copenhagen. The difference between 

Copenhagen and Malmö was not significant, but had a p value of .057, so it came relatively 

close. There were no significant differences between questionnaire 1 and 2, neither for the 

whole group, nor internally per site. However, looking at the whole group again, the results 

show that there were significant changes with respect to the sites, not for questionnaire 1, 

but for questionnaire 2. There, significant changes were found between Copenhagen and 

Vienna, between Vienna and Shannon, and between Malmö and Copenhagen.  

Looking at the number of participants at each site I would say results including Vienna 

compared to any other site should be treated very carefully because of the low number, 

two, of participants in Vienna. If they were representative nothing would have changed by 

having more participants, but if they were not than the results would probably have been a 

little less spectacular. Since they were far from the mean and that it seems unlikely that 

finding two controllers by chance that are representative, it seems plausible that more 

controllers would have presented other opinions, thus giving a value closer to the overall 

mean. One should always be a little bit suspicious about small samples and outlying results! 

Then there is the difference between Malmö and Copenhagen which was not significant 

(but close to) and interesting from another perspective. Even if not significantly different, 

the numbers still indicate that the controllers in Copenhagen do rank the usability higher 

than in Malmö. This is interesting given that the question was there should be any 

differences between the sites depending on what colours they use today, and Sweden and 

Denmark are using the same colours. 

To explain the differences between Swedish and Danish controllers’ opinions one likely must 

go back to a few years in history to the work with the harmonization between Sweden and 

Denmark. The Danes then went from an HMI with negative polarity to the current, much 

paler one, with positive polarity. This shift was not very popular, hence getting back to 

something that resembles to their old colour scheme felt like coming back to the familiar 

system they had liked and had been forced to abandon, confirming their own story. This was 

explicitly expressed during the debriefings. In Malmö the situation was different. They like 

their current colour scheme and gave a lot of comments about that the proposed new 

colour scheme was too colourful. The fact that the plastic frame of the monitors had 

different colours, lighter in Malmö than in Copenhagen, could potentially also have affected 

the experience of the colours by providing different contrasts, thus making the colours 

looking different. If that affected is not possible to say since no one worked at both sites. It 

is also valid for the other sites. 

As already mentioned, the overall usability questionnaire in Vienna resulted in very low 

scores seen to a mean, especially for questionnaire 2. However, to draw any statistical 

conclusions from only two participants is simply not possible. It should rather be considered 
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as an indication that there may be a more negative response there. What should be 

mentioned is that Vienna is the one site that uses the HMI that has most commonalities 

with the proposed new colour scheme. They can also choose if they want to work with 

negative or positive polarity. Due to this, the introduction to the participants was influenced 

by the opinion that it should be a minor change. That may have affected how the new 

colour scheme was received. The participants found the monitor settings very unsuitable for 

the new colour scheme, and at the final debriefing this was expressed as one of the key 

factors for why they disliked the colour scheme. They also tested to change the monitor 

settings and found that much better. However, the colour scheme was to be evaluated with 

a certain monitor setting and the results refer to that setting. 

Shannon with its blue background may at first sight be the site for which the change should 

be biggest. It turned out however to be considered as a moderate, and relatively liked 

change by the Irish controllers. The fact that they already use white assumed labels on a 

dark, although blue, background made the step to the new colour scheme relatively small as 

they saw it. From a management point of view it was prioritized that as many as possible 

should get the opportunity to test the new colour scheme, hence the activities were 

extended to include a few extra days with other controllers than the nine controllers 

participating in this study. This may firstly have given the feeling to be involved and 

secondly, it may also be that they had expected a bigger change than it was, thus creating a 

positive reaction when finding the change not being as big as expected. 

When looking at the mean results for each site it looks as if a mean above average in 

questionnaire 1 led to an even higher mean result in questionnaire 2 and vice versa if the 

mean was below average. Unfortunately, none of these changes turned out to be 

significant, perhaps partly due to the limited number of participants. Nevertheless, they are 

interesting trends, especially since it goes against a regression towards the mean. One 

explanation could be that people are reinforcing and confirming each other opinions within 

the group. They use it, creates a first opinion and during following exercise runs, debriefings, 

and chats during brakes, these opinions are spoken out, discussed and reinforced in the 

group. Just looking at the means it could as well be possible that the trend is due to 

individuals’ reluctance to change opinion, i.e. when one has been asked to give an opinion 

about the system it is easier to stick to and reinforce that standpoint rather than changing it. 

If that should be the case, low scores on questionnaire 1 should give even lower scores on 

questionnaire 2 and high scores on questionnaire 1 should mean an even higher score on 

questionnaire 2. However, looking at the changes on individual level (Figure 5) it clearly 

shows that this is not the case. Hence, if the trend should rather be ascribed to 

reinforcement of opinions within the group than on an individual level. 

8.2 Easiness of Adaptation, Specific Areas 
The results from this parts of the questionnaire very much follows the results from the 

overall usability part if looking at item 11 that refers to the overall system, i.e. that for 

Shannon and Malmö the scores are in-between Vienna and Copenhagen with the Shannon 

scores slightly above the Malmö scores. The Vienna scores are considerably lower than the 

others’ and the scores from Copenhagen are higher than the others’. Note that this refers 

only to the item 11. The score in Vienna for item 11 did not change from questionnaire 1 
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and questionnaire 2 which is a difference compared to the usability scores. For the item 1 to 

10 it is a little bit less conclusive regarding the Vienna scores which vary a lot in relation to 

the other sites. Another interesting result is that Copenhagen stands out in that all items get 

same or higher score in questionnaire 1 as in questionnaire 2. This could strengthen the 

Copenhagen results as being very positive. 

The participants were instructed to add a comment if they answered with a 1 or a 2. 

Comparing the total number of comments with the amount of 1s and 2s in the results for 

the questionnaires reveals that the controllers gave a lot of comments even for 3s and/or 

4s. When going through the comments this is confirmed. In some cases, the participants 

have chosen to comment almost all items regardless of score given, e.g. by writing things 

like “Looks OK” when giving a 3 or 4. This is however in line with the instructions given in 

the questionnaire – it was considered important to get feedback if an answer was given a 

negative value, 1 or 2, and at the same time, one should not give a 1 or 2 just to be allowed 

to write a comment. Consequently, there are comments for 3s and 4s as well. There are also 

several cases when the score given is a 3 or 4 but where there are comments stating that 

though the colours of the specified area/group of functions is generally easy to adapt to, but 

that e.g. a certain tool is not. It is noticeable that many of the comments, though not all, 

rather refer to what the participant thought was good or bad, not how easy it would be to 

adapt to. In other words, the question was switched. Since not all comments contain 

anything that says which question that was actually answered it is not possible to say how 

common this was, but it is definitely so that this was a fact in several cases. The comments 

also give some hints about why certain scores were given. Both in Vienna and Copenhagen 

very few comments were given, while in Malmö and Shannon the participants were very 

generous in writing comments. 

The comments do differ a lot within the sites, but there a few trends that can be recognized. 

A theme in the comments from Malmö was concerns about the shift to negative polarity 

and that the colourfulness of the new proposed colour scheme (compared with the current 

pale colours scheme). Once again, an interesting difference to the Danes were this was 

instead welcomed as finally getting back to the colours they liked. In Shannon, it seemed 

like the shift from bluish to greyish main colours (background) passed without any big fuzz. 

The main concern from their side seemed to be more about sector borders and 

unconcerned aircraft that they generally considered far too little outstanding. (Unconcerned 

aircraft are aircraft that are not under you own control anymore). This was due to specific 

operational needs to take unconcerned aircraft into consideration when working with 

aircraft in their own sector which is not the case at the other sites. 

Looking at the questionnaire item 12, the new colours with respect to the rooms lightning 

conditions, is not very much to say about the numbers themselves other than that it is 

noticeable that also these numbers have a remarkable resemblance to the overall usability 

scores means with respect to distribution, i.e. Malmö and Shannon at about the same level, 

Copenhagen higher, and Vienna lower, especially on questionnaire two. Since the lightning 

did not change very much it infers that the answers reflect the overall opinion and not only 

lightning conditions, even though this could also a coincidence. 
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The question about colours with respect to the use of the built-in brightness control proved 

to provide results of less value, why they were not presented in the results. When going 

through the answers and looking at the comments it became obvious that the difference in 

how people had interpreted the questions were so big, that the given numbers have no 

value. 

8.3 Attitudes Towards New Technology 
The questions about the attitude towards new technology both received high scores from 

almost all participants and do not correlate well with the spread in the overall usability 

scores. It is not possible to tell if theses answers are true - are so many of the participants 

really early adapters? Even though not possible to prove I find it likely that there are positive 

connotations to being an early adapter and that the questions rather reflect that they want 

to be seen as progressive persons. Hence the results do not seem to provide very much 

information. If this is information that is more crucial for an experiment, it would probably 

have been necessary to use a much more thorough approach using more indirect questions 

about indicators such as how often they change mobile phone and other questions around 

their actual use of technology. 

8.4 Methods 
The focus in the study was to get information about the controllers’ experience of the 

change, not to measure possible impact on efficiency or safety. To get this data, 

questionnaires were considered the best method of collecting data. By using questionnaires 

all participants got exactly the same questions, which is a great advantage compared to 

using some kind of interviews. At the other hand, it is harder to find out why the 

participants gave a certain response. The possibility to give comments in the questionnaire 

part about specific areas and easiness of adaptation partly compensated for this, as did the 

fact that there were debriefings held after the runs where it was possible to gather some 

additional information. The debriefings were held by the exercise leaders which meant that 

I could not control how they went on, but there was always possible to ask clarifying 

questions. It also meant that it was possible to observe without intervening too much, even 

if our mere presence were not neutral. During the exercise runs, I stayed in the background 

and did not interact with the controllers. The option of getting some kind qualitative 

measurements was considered during the planning of the project, but was rejected at an 

early stage. Firstly, it would not have said anything about the controllers’ experience, 

secondly, it would just have given numbers that would have been quite useless without 

something to compare with. That would have required even more simulation runs and for 

that there were no resources. If focus had been on safety and efficiency effects however, it 

would probably have been inevitable to use this kind of measurements. 

The choice of a modified SUS questionnaire and the for purpose created perceived easiness 

of adaption questionnaires for specific areas was made from the needs for having, at one 

hand, a way of getting the participants overall view of the usability, and at the other hand, 

to get a little more information of which parts could be of interest to look into from an 

adaptation point of view. The latter without going into each and every part of the HMI, and 

also in total the questionnaires could not be too long. Hence it had to be a trade-off 
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between getting enough data and at the same time not locking up he controllers for half of 

the day filling in questionnaires. There are for sure other ways of measuring usability than 

the system usability scale. It was chosen because it is well proven, has been used for a long 

time, has been used before in slightly modified forms, and for that ten questions are a very 

reasonable number of questions. Furthermore, the construction of the SUS questionnaire 

with alternating positive and negative questions is a way of mitigating at least some of the 

problems that can be encountered from questionnaire layout biases. It also produces an 

output that is suitable for analysis. Looking at the results I would also say that it proved to 

be a good choice and provided good information. The other questionnaire was designed to 

meet not only the need to investigate how the easiness of adaptation was experienced, but 

also to allow the participants to give comments to nail down more specifically what tools, 

lists, label states, etc. which could be potential problems. This was not at least of great 

importance to the COOPANS project. As it was purpose made it has less power from a 

generalization point of view, at the other hand it provided useful, specific input. 

The age and experience groups controlled for in the analysis where determined using 

arbitrary limits. The goal was to divide the groups into relatively equally sized sup-groups 

and still have limits that were soundly distributed. This could have been a problem if the age 

and experience had had very different variances, i.e. if there had been old controllers with 

very little experience (vice versa is less likely). Looking at the numbers gives that this was 

not the case. The selection process for air traffic controllers means that most people start 

their careers in approximately the same age. There is also an uncertainty relating to exactly 

which limits for the groups that were chosen; if there were extreme values from a 

participant close to a border, this value would have been affecting another group just by a 

small change in limits. This would however have been the problem with any division as long 

as the distribution of ages and experiences are relatively well distributed and do not form 

natural groups. 

Generally, the statistical tests performed must be interpreted with some caution. The 

sample numbers are small and when it comes to the comparison between the sites with 

respect to the usability scores, it may also be that the data was not perfectly suitable for the 

chosen ANOVA as the variances differed relatively much. 

Simulating something always comes with a cost compared to the real deal, it is supposed to 

reflect reality but is an abstraction by definition. In this case, there were some limitations, 

especially in Vienna, with respect to pseudo pilots. In the simulation, one pseudo pilot 

controls several aircraft while in real life, two pilots handle one aircraft. This means that a 

high traffic load is not only an issue for the controllers but also for the pseudo pilots who 

must constantly change focus between different aircraft. The focus on the colours may also 

have influenced the working situation. It could be seen when looking at video recordings 

that in many cases there were, despite the participants being instructed to work as a normal 

day at work, a lot of chatting about colours in position. Having enough traffic partly 

mitigated this – then it was simply no time for other things than controlling the aircraft. In 

Malmö and Vienna the simulator was situated in the operations room which also meant that 

there were a lot of other people around who sometimes popped by to look at the new 

colours. That might not be problem itself, it happens in real life as well that people talk to 
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operators about other things than the traffic, but it could have increased the chatting about 

colour in the position and it may be that that in a real situation, people are a little bit more 

careful about how and when to come and talk to operational controllers. The simulation 

situation itself, i.e. that is not the reality, was probably not affecting that much since the 

controllers are used to participate in simulations for proficiency training and system testing 

and the simulated environment looks very much the same as the operative environment 

which makes it feel quite realistic. The fact that eye tracking and video recordings were 

performed at the same time to collect data for other studies was not considered to have any 

significant impact on the colour evaluation. The eye tracking did only include two controllers 

at a time, and when having several controllers, no correlations can be found between the 

answers and who did use the eye tracker that run. All controllers were also explicitly told 

that if they were bothered by the recordings, the recordings should be cancelled. It shall 

also be noted that when working in real life, all speech and much system input are always 

recorded so that itself is a familiar situation. 
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9 Conclusions 
There were differences in the experienced overall usability that depended on site. However, 

it was not as expected. It was expected that the biggest change and hence the biggest 

reactions should be in Shannon, instead they seemed quite happy with the colours and did 

not consider it a very big change. In Vienna, where the change was expected to be smallest, 

they rated the usability very low, even though there were only two participants, which 

makes it a weak result. It turned out that despite having the same system today, the Danish 

and the Swedish controllers rated the usability differently which was an outcome that was 

considered possible. 

The rating of easiness of adaptation followed approximately the same distribution between 

the sites and questionnaires as the overall usability. Even if the two perspectives seem to 

correlate there is nothing in these results that tells whether a system that is considered to 

have a high usability is considered easy to adapt to or it is the other way around. To 

establish if there is a real correlation and to determine the causality will require further 

studies. 

Even if not possible to prove with the available results, the data indicates a trend saying that 

the opinion at group level is reinforced during the use of the colours. That should mean that 

if the first impression was positive, it will become even more so after a while and vice versa 

if the first impression was negative. If that can be confirmed in other studies it may be of 

some importance for the knowledge about how to introduce changes. Are there ways to 

make the first impression a more positive experience, and if it nevertheless turns out to be 

negative, are there ways to make the group turn around instead of reinforcing the negative 

opinion? 

The results were not very extreme in any respect, neither with respect to absolute values 

nor with respect to the identified differences. Rather it was the individual differences that 

dominated. Though not a blockbuster as such, it highlights what can be a real challenge 

from a change management perspective. How can an introduction of a change like this be 

introduced in a way that get most participants on board, and which are the underlying 

mechanisms that accounts for the spread among individual, subjective differences in 

reaction to the objectively similar change? 

Taking all the results under consideration I conclude that yes, the experience from the site’s 

current colours scheme played a role for the results with respect both to usability and 

easiness of adaptation, but it was not explicitly which colours scheme that was used at each 

site that made the difference, but some other factors(s). From what could be interpreted 

from questionnaires and debriefings, the expectations, preparations, and the view about 

the current system may be factors that effected the results, i.e. what could be part of an 

organisational culture. Apart from that, it was the individual differences that dominated. 
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11 Appendices 

11.1 Appendix A – Background Questionnaire 
 

To be filled in by experiment leader 
Date: 
Participant number: 
 

Background Information 
 

#   

1 Gender 
 
 

 

2 Age 
 
 

 

3 Controller experience in years 
 
 

 

4 I consider that for an organisation, adopting to 
new technologies is… 

…not important    …very important 
at all   
1 2 3 4 5 
 

5 I consider myself… ... a late   ...an early 
adopter    adopter 
1 2 3 4 5 
 

6 Do you have experience of working 
operationally in any other ATM system? 
 

 
Yes   No 

7 Do you have experience of working 
operationally in today’s system with another 
colour scheme than what is currently used? 
 

 
Yes   No 
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11.2 Appendix B – The Overall Usability Questionnaire 
 

To be filled in by experiment leader 
Date: 
Run: 
Participant number: 
Role/sector: 
 

Overall impression of the new colour scheme 
 

#  Do not agree             Fully agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 

1 I think that I would perform well using this 
colour scheme on a daily basis. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 
 

2 I found the system colour scheme 
unnecessarily complex. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 
 

3 I thought the colour scheme was easy to use. 

 

 
1 2 3 4 5 
 

4 I think that I would need extensive training to 
use the new colour scheme efficiently. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 
 

5 I found the various colours in this system were 
well integrated. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 
 

6 I thought there was too much inconsistency in 
this colour scheme. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 
 

7 I would imagine that most people would learn 
to use these new colours very quickly. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 
 

8 I found these colours very cumbersome to use.  
1 2 3 4 5 
 

9 I felt very confident using these colours.  
1 2 3 4 5 
 

10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could 
get going with these colours. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 
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11.3 Appendix C – Specific Areas Questionnaire 
 

To be filled in by experiment leader 
Date: 
Run: 
Participant number: 
Role/sector: 
 

Colour scheme assessment for specific areas 
 
Assess the colours in each category according to the following criteria: 
 
1: Very difficult to adapt to 
2: Difficult to adapt to 
3: Easy to adapt to 
4: Very easy to adapt to 
 
If answering 1 or 2, please motivate your choice in the comments field. 
 

# Area Assessment 
 

1 Colours representing the label sector states 
(notified/concerned, coordinated, assumed, 
redundant, delegated, informed and none). 
 

 
1 2 3 4 
 

Comments: 

2 Colour of the own sector filled map.  
1 2 3 4 
 

Comments: 
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3 Colour of the radar background.  
1 2 3 4 
 

Comments: 

4 Colour scheme in the lists and menus (CFL menu, 
Sector list, SIL etc.). 
 
 

 
1 2 3 4 
 

Comments: 

5 Colours of the on screen tools (e.g. QDM, vectors, 
FLEG, assigned heading, SEP tool). 
 

 
1 2 3 4 
 

Comments: 

6 Colours of the map elements (points, routes TSA etc.). 
 

 
1 2 3 4 
 

Comments: 
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7 Colours in the MTCD and associated tools (CARD, 
MTCD FLEG, probe in Confirmation window). 
 

 
1 2 3 4 
 

Comments: 

8 Warning colours (yellow and red).   
1 2 3 4 
 

Comments: 

9 STCA colour.  
1 2 3 4 
 

Comments: 

10 Colours related to coordination functionality (rev. 
highlight, ROF, HOP and coordination proposition). 
 

 
1 2 3 4 
 

Comments: 
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11 My overall impression of the new colour scheme. 
 

 
1 2 3 4 
 

Comments: 
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12 I consider that the information on the screen with 
regard to the new colours and the light conditions in 
the room was: 
 

Very hard          Very easy 
to see                    to see 
1 2 3 4 
 

Comments: 

13 I used the brightness adjustment: Not                      Very 
at all                      often 
1 2 3 4 
 

Comments: 

 

 

 


